Alkyl Chain Length Dependent Structural and Orientational Transformations of Water at Alcohol-Water Interfaces and Its Relevance to Atmospheric Aerosols.
Although the hydrophobic size of an amphiphile plays a key role in various chemical, biological, and atmospheric processes, its effect at macroscopic aqueous interfaces (e.g., air-water, oil-water, cell membrane-water, etc.), which are ubiquitous in nature, is not well understood. Here we report the hydrophobic alkyl chain length dependent structural and orientational transformations of water at alcohol (CnH2n+1OH, n = 1-12)-water interfaces using interface-selective heterodyne-detected vibrational sum frequency generation (HD-VSFG) and Raman multivariate curve resolution (Raman-MCR) spectroscopic techniques. The HD-VSFG results reveal that short-chain alcohols (CnH2n+1OH, n < 4, i.e., up to 1-propanol) do not affect the structure (H-bonding) and orientation of water at the air-water interface; the OH stretch band maximum appears at ∼3470 cm-1, and the water H atoms are pointed toward the bulk water, that is, "H-down" oriented. In contrast, long-chain alcohols (CnH2n+1OH, n > 4, i.e., beyond 1-butanol) make the interfacial water more strongly H-bonded and reversely orientated; the OH stretch band maximum appears at ∼3200 cm-1, and the H atoms are pointed away from the bulk water, that is, "H-up" oriented. Interestingly, for the alcohol of intermediate chain length (CnH2n+1OH, n = 4, i.e, 1-butanol), the interface is quite unstable even after hours of its formation and the time-averaged result is qualitatively similar to that of the long-chain alcohols, indicating a structural/orientational crossover of interfacial water at the 1-butanol-water interface. pH-dependent HD-VSFG measurements (with H2O as well as isotopically diluted water, HOD) suggest that the structural/orientational transformation of water at the long-chain alcohol-water interface is associated with the adsorption of OH- anion at the interface. Vibrational mapping of the water structure in the hydration shell of OH- anion (obtained by Raman-MCR spectroscopy of NaOH in HOD) clearly shows that the water becomes strongly H-bonded (OH stretch max. ≈ 3200 cm-1) while hydrating the OH- anion. Altogether, it is conceivable that alcohols of different hydrophobic chain lengths that are present in the troposphere will differently affect the interfacial electrostatics and associated chemical processes of aerosol droplets, which are critical for cloud formation, global radiation budget, and climate change.